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I SUBMIT THIS REPORT OF THE PAST DECADE AT 

WAKE FOREST WITH GRATITUDE TO ALL THOSE 

WHOSE EFFORTS ARE RECORDED IN THESE PAGES 

= FACULTY, STUDENTS, ALUMNI, STAFF, TRUSTEES, 

PARENTS, FRIENDS, AND BENEFACTORS. Wake Forest 
stands on the threshold of the new millennium with a 
remarkable combination of strengths. We can take pride in 
shared achievement and look with optimism to a future of 
expanding opportunity. The work of the past is prologue. 

I spent last year doing again the things I did to learn 
Wake Forest in 1983. I imagined myself-or tried to-a 
newly arrived president seeking, in consultation with many 
of you, an agenda leading to the new century. 

At the end of my year of study and assessment, I was 
struck by renewed appreciation for the centrality of Wake 
Forest's institutional values. The University's mission 
derives from these values. Wake Forest has been blessed by 
the consistent exposition of a set of basic academic and 
social principles. This report contains a statement of these 
values as they bear on the present and the future. These 
principles are our heritage and our promise. 

My deepest belief about education-learned from 
Socrates in the years I taught this remarkable philosopher to 
students-is that education is not about the acquisition of 
information. In the Socratic sense, education is "the conver 
sion of the soul to. wisdom," embracing both intellectual 
development and something of even greater importance-a 
moral commitment to use knowledge carefully for human 
betterment. 

This Socratic ideal is my deepest academic article of 
faith. At Wake Forest it is given expression in our motto, Pro 
Humanitate. The power to bring students' minds to the love 
of truth and their hearts to the quest for goodness is not ours 
to predict or control. Sadly, people can go to school for a 
long time and never be educated in this sense. Yet we know 
that this transforming experience grows out of intense stu 
dent interaction with committed faculty. Wake Forest has 

been fortunate to have exceptional faculty throughout its 
history, and to secure their continued leadership among our 
students is, and must remain, our highest goal. 

It is simpler, safer, and less expensive to regard educa 
tion as mere book learning. Many universities, because of 
the exigencies of size or the modern loss of fajth in this 
Socratic ideal, no longer aspire to do more. than train the 
mind. If the Socratic ideal is to maintain place and purpose 
at Wake Forest, our first need is to formulate this ideal as the 
ultimate aim of a Wake Forest education. 

To Dream With One Eye Open is thus dedicated to Wake 
Forest students and faculty-past and present-who partici 
pate in one of life's most compelling enterprises. People to 
lead the nation and the world, who are educated in the 
Socratic sense, are the only indispensable resource for the 
future. 

As this report was being written, announcement was 
made of the retirement of two Wake Forest vice presidents, 
John Williard and Ed Wilson. Few men in the school's histo 
ry have contributed more than these two. It has been my 
privilege to serve with them. Let me also pay tribute to 
Russell Brantley and Gene Hooks, who contributed materi 
ally to the work of this past decade and to my happiness 

s 
in it. 

Finally I pay tribute to three-sadly now deceased 
members of the search committee which brought me to 
Wake Forest ten years ago. Each of these men was devoted· 
to Wake Forest. Each was an educated man. 

JOSEPH BRANCH (JD '38, LLD '83), 1915-1991 

ROBERT CALDWELL ('35), 1916-1988 

C.C. HOPE (~3), 1920-1993 

Stalwart friends, and true. 

o 
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The American philosopher George Santayana penned an expression from which 

the title of this report comes: What is the part of wisdom? 

... TO DREAM WITH ONE EYE OPEN. 

Achievements in great institutions require this juxtaposition of dreaming--· 

V J S J Q N - with an open eye lest vision be illusion or delusion. 

Visions must be transformed into plans which, with devoted. 

labor, A R E R E A L I z E D . 
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HEN J WENT TO THE Z. SMITH REYNOLDS LIBRARY TO CHECK THIS QUOTATION, J DISCOVERED WITH 

SURPRISE AND PLEASURE THAT OUR COPY OF SOLILOQUIES IN ENGLAND,* FROM WHICH THE QUOTE 

IS TAKEN, CAME FROM THE PERSONAL LIBRARY OF WILLIAM Lows POTEAT, ONE OF WAKE FOREST' s 

MOST INFLUENTIAL PRESIDENTS AND POWERFUL PERSONALITIES. Dr. Billy himself may have reflected 

on Santayana's remark. 

The evidence is that our school has been guided by visions and aspirations created with one eye open. Wake Forest is 

one of higher education's most remarkable stories. A small but principled and academically strong eastern North Carolina col- 

lege of limited resources has, in a few decades, become a university of national and international prominence. We inherit this 

legacy of remarkable achievement. 
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As the prophets knew, vision must have source and direction and must be tested. Schools, like people, must be 

some thing in particular rather than every thing in general. What Wake Forest can be is a function of what we have been. Our 

5 vision must be drawn from the values we inherit if the plans we make are to reflect this school. 

History and heritage occupy an unusual place at Wake Forest. I arrived in 1983 as the University prepared to celebrate 

its 150th year. The Sesquicentennial presented a virtual orgy of celebration and remembrance. Universities are places of the 

future, and Wake Forest's historical consciousness is unique. That concern with heritage may be, in part, a legacy of the 

"removal" from our Wake Forest home. The removal posed a question that still haunts our visions: Is today's Wake Forest the 

old school on a new campus in a new place? Or is the new place home to a new school? A chapel named for the founder sits at 

the center of campus life and tells us what the answer to this question has been and should remain. Thus, we do honor to our 

predecessors not merely as an act of historical remembrance, but in the knowledge that our past is a guide to our future. The 

vision to guide that future is drawn from a goodly and godly past. 

On the threshold of a new century, it is the task of those now at Wake Forest to renew our visions, cast them into plans, 

and work for their realization. Under our shared authorship, chapters in this great story are yet to be written. Let us dream 

together, careful to keep one eye open. 

"Soliloquies in England, George Santayana, 1922. I was introduced to this expression by my friend and mentor who first brought me into academic administra 
tion at the University of Alabama at Birmingham, Dr. Frederick W. Conner. I owe an enormous debt to Fred's rare combination of wit and wisdom. 
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THE UNIVERSITY 

T HE PLACE TO BEGIN IS THE AMERICAN UNWERSI 

TY, AN INSTITUTION OF SPECIAL AMERICAN 

GENillS. Only a democratic society could produce = an institution so profoundly based in freedom. The 
university in turn protects and preserves democratic values 
and institutions. At a time when our nation has come to 
doubt the effectiveness of many of its institutions, the 
American university is the envy of the world. As the closed 
societies of the world are opening, it will be the challenge 
and opportunity of the American university to educate lead 
ership not just for this nation, but for the world. 

There are two ultimate purposes of the university. The 
first is to prepare young people for lives of accomplishment. 
These are crucial years in the human career when adult free 
doms are established, professional aspirations initiated, and 
ambitions and values examined. 

The second aim is to search for truth as the basis of civi 
lized life. The boundaries between the known and the 
unknown, the imagined and the possible, are forever shift 
ing. The quest for truth is one of humanity's most character 
istic undertakings. 

Universities pursue these shared goals in radically dif 
fering ways. While schools may look alike in structure and 
organization, they form different cultures. The domain of 
knowledge is infinite, whereas education is a finite process. 
In the search for truth, universities make choices within the 
domain of human knowledge. These choices reflect differ 
ing histories and opportunities. No school can teach all the 
science, all the languages and social sciences, all the mathe 
matics or philosophy that exist to be taught. The choices we 
make at Wake Forest reflect our history, our opportunities, 
our educational values, and the limitations of our resources. 

Some institutions regard education as meaning academ 
ic training. Places like Wake Forest, in the tradition of liberal 
education, define education comprehensively as "human 
development." This view makes intellectual preparation 
(learning) essential but not defining of the educational pur 
pose. Central to this broader definition of education is the 

question of ethical and moral values-in a word, character. 
Some educators regard questions of value as having no 

answer other than custom or private preference or ideologi 
cal bias. Some academic disciplines have accepted the view 
that all values are relative to time, place or subjective prefer 
ence. In Hamlet's phrase, "There is nothing good or bad, but 
thinking makes it so." I regard that position as untenable. 
Given that questions of value arise centrally in Wake 
Forest's conception of educational purpose, we must state 
our definition of ideal character. 

Until recently, there would have been little reason for a 
statement of values. We lived in a culture with a consensus 
about shared values which form the basis of our public insti 
tutions and our common life. As a child at school, I recited 
the nation's creed, sang the nation's songs, studied our 
heroes and heroines, and prayed to the nation's God. At 
church, with differing emphases, the same rituals were 
enacted. The same lessons were given by our parents. 
Shared values were there, like the air, and they were as easi 
ly absorbed and assumed. 

The novelist John Fowles wisely observed that "the 20th 
century began in 1945." My childhood was in the 19th cen 
tury. Permanence, rather than change, was taken to be soci 
ety' s first law. Today the value consensus of my 19th centu 
ry youth has disappeared. The values we took for granted 
are now vigorously debated. Society has polarized into 
groups which render public consensus difficult. The expres- . 
sion "multiculturalism" has entered the language and the· 
academy. In some minds it implies that no common values 
are possible since we do not and cannot share a common 
culture. As Arthur Schlesinger Jr. has noted, we remember 
the pluribus but have forgotten the unum. 

In seeking to articulate the Wake Forest moral vision, 
we undertake a hazardous but inevitable task. Wake Forest 
must specify those values which are to form its highest aspi 
rations. Those ideals are found in our history and heritage. 
What we can be--what we can become--is a function of 
what we have been. 
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INSTITUTIONAL VALUES 

T HE ACADEMIC AND MORAL VALUES OF WAKE 

FOREST ARE THE LEGACY OF THREE VITAL AND 

LIVING INTELLECTUAL TRADITIONS: f UDEO 
= CHRISTIAN AND BAPTIST HERITAGE, POLITICAL 

DEMOCRACY, AND LIBERAL EDUCATION. These traditions 
are related historically and intellectually, and they form a 
pattern of connected ideals which have shaped our history 
and should guide our future. These are not antique and 
fixed conceptions. Because they are alive, they evolve and 
must be adapted for our time. 

JUDEO-CHRISTIAN 
BAPTIST HERITAGE 

8 - 
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FIRST AND MOST IMPORTANT IS OUR f UDEO-CHRISTIAN 

BAPTIST HERITAGE. From the Christian tradition we inherit 
a view of the universe and the place of humanity in it which 
has ultimate consequences for education. When Wake 
Forest separated from the Baptist State Convention of North 
Carolina to secure our academic and institutional indepen 
dence, the trustees fully affirmed our commitment to that 
intellectual and moral tradition. Here is a portion of our offi 

cial statement of mission: 

Wake Forest is proud of its Baptist and Christian heri 
tage. For more than a century and a half, it has provided 
the University an indispensable basis for its mission and 
purpose ... Far from being exclusive and parochial, this 
religious tradition gives the University roots that ensure 
its lasting identity. Wake Forest thus seeks to maintain 
and invigorate what is noblest in its religious heritage. 

There are powerful anti-intellectual elements within the 
Baptist tradition which have opposed Wake Forest and 
which Wake Forest has opposed throughout its history. 
These groups see the purpose of education as indoctrination 
to a prescribed set of beliefs which they seek to impose on 
church and society generally. This set of ideas, and the divi 
sive political movement associated with it, is not consistent 
with the tradition I am describing here. 

The Christian view of the world affirms a divinely 
established order of nature and of value. This tradition thus 
stands against the relativism about truth and subjectivism 
about morals which is the basis of much contemporary 
theory. There is truth. There is goodness. There is beauty. 

A special feature of the Baptist tradition is its spiritual 
democracy. Each person is spiritually competent before God 
without the guidance of any ecclesiastical organization or 
creed. Each person is a priest. Within the limits of revelation, 
there is no prescribed creed which each person must accept. 
Baptists have thus historically opposed the political estab 
lishment of churches or prescribed orders of religious belief. 
This has been the basis of Wake Forest's commitment to aca 
demic freedom. This spiritual creed is consistent with the 
political faith in democratic ideals. 

DEMOCRACY 

THESE ARE STRANGE DAYS IN THE LIFE OF THIS REPUB 

LIC. The Cold War has ended in ideological victory. Our 
values and institutions are the envy of the world. Yet not 
since the Vietnam era has the nation been so tom by dissen 
sion, self-criticism, and loss of faith in itself. Our first task, 
therefore, is to work toward restoration of confidence in our 
own values and institutional ideals. 







Liberal education means education for citizenship. We 
have a special duty thus to educate students for responsible 
participation in democratic public life. Special attention 
must be given to the intellectual, social, and political history 
which has formed this republic. 

This academic premise has become a matter of national 
controversy. Yet if we are to be stewards of the Wake Forest 
heritage, we must give special attention to our own political 
history and the nature of our public values. 

The importance of the study of foreign languages and 
cultures does not negate the old axiom that ''Everybody has 
got to be somebody." We live in a particular historical tradi 
tion, speak a particular language, and share in a specific set 
of institutions. Our common culture has, of course, been 
richly formed by the experiences of other nations which 
have given their sons and daughters to this land. But it is 
not "Eurocentric prejudice" to understand the heritage in 
which we actually live. It is within this tradition that our 
students must give leadership. We are not "everybody." We 
are members of a particular society. For the republic that is 
ours, we have specific educational and public duties. 

Thus we have instituted special programs in volun 
teerism, leadership, and public service. Hundreds of our 
students give their time and labor to public service. It is 
our aim to strengthen public values and our political and 

social culture. 

LIBERAL EDUCATION 

BECAUSE WA.KE FOREST AFFIRMS OUR COMMON CRE 

ATION AND OUR COMMON MEMBERSHIP IN THE HUMAN 
FAMILY, WE BELIEVE IN LIBERAL EDUCATION WHICH 
ADDRESSES UNIVERSAL HUMAN FEATURES. Before we are 
male or female, before we are of any race or nationality, 

we are human beings. Thus it is possible and necessary to 
educate human beings in terms of our shared universal 
capacities. This belief is the basis of a shared curriculum for 
all students. 

Liberal education requires that we identify those intel 
lectual and cognitive skills fundamental to all human know 
ing, those capacities for communication, calculation and rea 
soning, which make learning possible. 

In some universities, fragmentation is replacing these 
unifying commitments. Multiculturalism in some quarters 
means no programs of instruction can transcend the diversi 
ty of human experience. This loss of shared values-and the 
belief in objective truth-makes the aim of education indoc 
trination to this or that perspective rather than the pursuit of 
common wisdom. 

The university is in danger of becoming 'balkanized" (a 
word with new power to chill us in the present world) into 
factions which claim that there is no shared liberal educa 
tion, only the separate and incommensurable experiences of 
differing ethnic groups. Liberal education aims to prepare 
human beings for participation with other human beings 
with whom they may differ in important ways-in a com 
mon life based on the shared characteristics of the species. 
As the globe shrinks, this unifying task is more urgent. ' 

In describing institutional values at Wake Forest, I am 
not, of course, articulating the personal and private beliefs of 
the individuals comprising the Wake Forest family. This is a 
large and inclusive community, and there is not and should 
not be a prescribed code of belief. However, all members 
of the Wake Forest community shocld respect and under 
stand this set of beliefs, as would be the case if these were 
the values of a person rather than a University. We owe the 
University's traditions respect even when they do not per 
sonally command our belief. 
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PRO HUMANITATE 

T HESE COMMITMENTS-TO THE fUDEO 

CHRISTIAN TRADITION, TO DEMOCRACY, AND 

TO LIBERAL EDUCATION-ARE SUMMARIZED IN = THE WAKE FOREST MOTTO: PRO HUMANITATE. 
It reflects the universality of the human community and 
sense of service to the human family. 

Education Pro Humanitate involves the development of 
critical intelligence which is essential to human progress 
and welfare. A well-ordered society requires scholars and 
saints, artists and athletes, poets and politicians, doctors, 
advocates, and leaders of commerce and enterprise. In the 
service of humanity, diverse skills and aptitudes are 
required. The right practice of all professions requires the 
skills and competencies of liberal education together with 

12 

13 THE NATURE 

F IN ALLY, J WANT TO ADDRESS SEVERAL ISSUES 

WHICH SURFACE TIME AND AGAIN IN CONVERSA 

TION AMONG PEOPLE WHO CARE FOR WAKE = FOREST. I spent the ninth year of my presidency 
engaged in a process of reorientation, doing again the things 
I did to learn the campus and its people when I first came to 
Wake Forest. I met again with members of the faculty, stu 
dents, and administrative staff as well as with alumni and 
friends of the University. My purpose was to review the 
way we had come and to begin planning for the coming 
decade and the new century. Much had changed since 1983, 
and there were many new faces. 

Three recurring questions which emerged from these. 
meetings merit comment because of their importance for 
our future. Each of these questions has a seemingly obvious 
answer which is not the real answer. And in each instance, 
the question being asked is not the real question. 

specialized technical and professional abilities guided by 
ethical commitments. 

In his Founders' Day address of last year, Ed Wilson, 
quoting from a sermon by President Poteat, said that the 
aim of a Wake Forest education should be the combination 
of goodness and intelligence. That is what Pro Humanitate 
means. 

The ideal of Pro Humanitate is a commitment to the edu 
cation of diverse members of the human family. As the 
global community becomes a reality, diversity becomes an 
international as well as a national issue. The universality 
embodied in our motto-that we are brothers and sisters in 
the human family-must guide our efforts lest we cease to 

be a community of scholars. 

OF WAKE FOREST 

REGIONAL OR NATIONAL? 

THE FIRST QUESTION IS WHETHER WAKE FOREST IS A 

REGIONAL OR A NATIONAL INSTITUTION. The obvious 
answer: We are ranked in every major university guide, 
near or at the top of many lists. Clearly we are a national 

institution. 
But discussion soon reveals that this is not a question of 

reputation or ranking. It is first a question about our com 
mitment to North Carolina and the Southeast. Can a nation 
al institution speak with a Southern accent? The answer is 
that we can and we should. For reasons of heritage and 

opportunity, we must provide strong service to our state 

and our region. 
But lurking here is a more fundamental concern. Higher 

education tends to be dominated by hierarchical conceptions. 







The idea, seldom expressed but often implied, is that there 

are a few elite "national" institutions of special excellence. 

To be a "national" university is to shape one's school to the 

chosen model. Early in my tenure, a friend asked me in all 

seriousness if Wake Forest would "go the Dartmouth route." 
The question would be amusing were that notion not so 
common in higher education. And, may I add, so dangerous. 

What Wake Forest can offer the nation is not an imita 
tion of another institution. Our objective is and has been to 
build a greater Wake Forest. Our institutional heritage and 
values provide the basis for a unique contribution to higher 
education. To repeat a phrase I have used before-our 
future must come from our past. 

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY? 

THE SECOND QUESTION IS THIS: ls WAKE FOREST A 

COLLEGE OR A UNIVERSITY? Again, there is an obvious 
answer. The school's name was officially changed to Wake 
Forest University in 1967 under President Harold Tribble. In 
1994, the School of Law will celebrate its centennial. The 
School of Medicine was established in 1902. We have grant 
ed the PhD since 1965. The Babcock Graduate School of 
Management was created in 1969. Wake Forest is and has 
been a University in name and in fact for a long time. 

Because Wake Forest is a college by size but a university 
in scope, enrollment is a topic of continuing concern. There 
are no plans to increase the College student body, and our 
professional programs have relatively fixed enrollments as 
well. A small student body, high quality, and close student 

faculty interaction are among our strengths. 
A related, underlying question in the "college or univer 

sity" issue concerns the relative roles of teaching and 
research. In research universities, teaching is often sacrificed 
to funded research. Wake Forest has not and will not sacri 
fice the quality of instructional programs. Professors teach 
undergraduates here. Teaching assistants do not. 

However, faculty service involves introducing students 
to the world of scholarship, and the desire to pursue schol 
arly interests also reflects the faculty's concern for personal 
and professional development. Thus we should encourage 
research which makes better teachers as well as scholars. 

Another topic related to our collegiate character is our 
sense of community. That sense of belonging to one large 
family came easily on the old campus in Wake Forest. Our 
geographical location has changed, and we live in a society 
that has grown adversarial. Even with our relatively small 
size, can we retain our sense of community? Wake Forest 
will have no greater challenge in the new century than 
retaining a sense of shared purpose. 

SACRED OR SECULAR? 

THE THIRD RECURRING QUESTION IS WHETHER WAKE 

FOREST IS A SECULAR INSTITUTION OR ONE WITH A 

SACRED PURPOSE. Again, there is a ready answer: The uni 
versity is not the church. Education is not evangelism, as our 
Baptist founders well understood. But the quick answer 
avoids the real question. 

What is the meaning of our separation from the Baptist 
State Convention of North Carolina? In a social climate dom 
inated by secular values, what is Wake Forest's commitment 
to the enduring questions of human nature and destiny?-· 
Immanuel Kant summarized those fundamental questions 
as the existence of God, the freedom of the will, and the 
immortality of the soul. Many modern theorists reject these 
subjects as topics of reflective inquiry. But these subjects are 
everywhere in literature, religion, philosophy, the social sci 
ences, and the natural sciences. These are the subjects of 
human existence.·These issues are the basis of our commit 
ment to the liberal arts. 

A unifying theme emerges from these important ques 
tions and the conversations they provoke. Wake Forest is a 
hybrid, even unorthodox institution, which cannot be easily 
categorized. One way or another, we contradict the institu 
tional categories usually employed in higher education. Our 
response should not be, of course, to alter ourselves to con 
form to institutional type, but to continue to follow our own 
course. Joseph Butler, bishop of Durham and a noted 18th 
Century philosopher, said, "Everything is what it is, and is 
not another thing." That principle of identity leads us to 
conclude that Wake Forest is what it is. We should never be 
tempted to turn from the unique and promising path which 
is ours alone. Wake Forest is what it is. 
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1 9 8 4 ment, the Olin Physical Laboratory, and the 
Edwin G. Wilson Wing of the Z. Smith 

Wake Forest celebrates its 150th anniversary Reynolds Library as well as renovation of • Winston and Salem Halls. A comprehensive with a dramatic sound and light show, 
landscaping plan is also undertaken. "Visions and Dreams," and marks the 

successful completion of the $17.5 million • Richard Chapman is named a Rhodes Scholar. 
Sesquicentennial Campaign, exceeding Others to follow are: Maria Merritt, 1986; 
this goal by $5 million. Scott Pretorius, 1988; and Robert Esther, 1990. 

• The School of Law is the first effort in a • Former President Jimmy Carter delivers the 
planning process commissioned by President Carlyle Lecture. Subsequent Carlyle Lecturers 
Hearn. The 440 Plan reduces the number of include Howard Baker, Mario Cuomo, David 
law students and strengthens faculty and Gergen, Albert Hunt, and Patricia Schroeder. 
programs. 

• Scholar and author Elie Wiesel delivers the • Wake Forest receives the Alumni Giving Founders' Day address . 
Incentive Award for Sustained Performance 
from the Council for the Advancement and • The Equation for Progress Campaign begins 

~ -~ Support of Education. at the Bowman Gray School of Medicine. 

• Dudley Shapere (philosophy and history • The LEAD Program is established to 

of science) is appointed to a Reynolds provide students with the competency to be 

Professorship. Other Reynolds Professors effective leaders on campus and in society. 

are Maya Angelou, American studies (1982); • The Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation increases 
Richard Williams, physics, and John Wood, 

general support to $750,000 annually and 
economics (1985); Paul Escott, history (1988); 

makes other gifts totaling $1,750,000 for 
Terisio Pignatti, art; and Robert Plemmons, 

Reynolds Professorships and African- 
mathematics and computer science (1990). 

American scholarships. 

• Money magazine cites the University as one of 
1 9 8 6 the nation's "10 top colleges at bargain prices." 

• Graylyn Conference Center opens and is soon • Wake Forest ends governing ties with the 
listed among the best conference centers in Baptist State Convention of North Carolina 
the nation. and establishes a self-perpetuating Board 

of Trustees. 

~ 
• Journalist Bill Moyers delivers the 

~ 
Commencement address. • President Hearn is the founder and first 

chairman of the board of directors of 1 9 8 5 
Winston-Salem Business Inc. He also serves 
as chairman of the Winston-Salem/Forsyth • A Reynolda campus facilities planning County United Way Campaign and 

process begins, projecting construction of the establishes the Leadership Circle. 
Benson University Center, the Worrell 

The Department of Mathematics adds a Professional Center for Law and Manage- • 
computer science major. 



• The Pro Humanitate Society is founded. 1 9 8 8 1 9 8 9 

• President Hearn and members of the 
administration lead Wake Forest in a • Wake Forest hosts the Presidential Debate • The Olin Physical Laboratory is dedicated, 

cooperative effort with the city of Winston- between George Bush and Michael Dukakis, a gift of the F. W. Olin Foundation. 

Salem to build a new coliseum. Wake Forest the largest media event in state history. • The Bowman Gray School of Medicine opens 
contributes $5 million toward construction • The Bowman Gray School of Medicine jumps its Clinical Sciences Building. 
with funding coming from the successful to 35th among American medical schools 
Advantage Drive. receiving research funds from the National • Professors Roger Hegstrom, Willie Hinze, 

• Guest speakers on campus include former Institutes of Health. 
Kathleen Glenn, Ray Kuhn, and Charles 
Talbert are named Wake Forest Professors . 

• First Lady Betty Ford, "Doonesbury" creator • President Hearn is appointed to the 
Garry Trudeau, Senator Bill Bradley, and President's Commission of the National • John McKinnon is appointed dean of the 

Congressman Jack Kemp. Collegiate Athletic Association. 
Babcock Graduate School of Management; 
Robert Walsh is named dean of the School 

1 9 8 7 • The Presidential and Gordon Scholarships- of Law. 

honoring students of special and varied • "The Minds of the South" symposium marks • RJR Nabisco donates its World Headquarters talents and African-American students- 

to Wake Forest. It is the largest unrestricted are established as Wake Forest seeks to 
the 50th anniversary of the publication of the 

corporate gift in philanthropic history. increase diversity in its student body. 
seminal work of alumnus W.J. Cash ('22), 
drawing scholars and students from across 

• U.S. News and World Report ranks Wake Forest • A $2 million grant from the Z. Smith Reynolds the nation . 

first among comprehensive universities in the Foundation supports faculty excellence. • President Hearn receives an honorary degree 
Southeast. • Roone Arledge of ABC News gives the from Tokai University in Japan. Dr. Hearn 

• A service of thanksgiving is held for the Opening Convocation address. and President Matsumae agree to an 

blighted quadrangle elms before their 
An article in The Greensboro News and Record 

exchange program. 

removal and replacement with ash trees. • 
cites President Hearn as "the man named • Chinese and Japanese language courses 

• The student/ faculty race relations commis- most often as Winston-Salem's top leader." are approved to meet the language 

sion publishes its recommendations. 
D. Wayne Calloway ('59), chairman and 

requirement. 

• • The Wall Street Journal lists Wake Forest as chief executive officer of PepsiCo, delivers • The President's Aides program and the 

one of the top 16 schools in the country with the Commencement address. Presidents' Leadership Conference for 

tuition under $8,000 and admissions students are initiated. 

standards among the nation's top 4 percent. 

OF THE DECADE • 
• 

1983-1993 



• Allen Mandelbaum is named Kenan Professor • Groundbreaking ceremonies are held for the • Gerald Esch (biology) and John Williams 
of Humanities. Center for Research on Human Nutrition and (psychology) are named Wake Forest 

Chronic Disease Prevention at Bowman Gray. Professors. • Ben Bradlee, executive editor of the Washington 
Post, delivers the Commencement address. • The Z. Smith Reynolds Library auto~ation • Novelist Carlos Fuentes and other scholars 

plan is implemented. celebrate the 500th anniversary of the Voyage • Tennis great and humanitarian Arthur Ashe 
of Columbus . 

gives the Opening Convocation address. • Gordon Melson is appointed dean of the 
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences. • Maria Henson ('82), Pulitzer Prize winner, 

1 9 9 0 gives the Opening Convocation address and • For the fifth consecutive year, Wake Forest is 
opens the year-long celebration of "Fifty 

President Hearn is named to the Knight ranked No. 1 in its category by U.S. News and 
Years of Women at Wake Forest." A special • 

Commission for the reform of intercollegiate World Report. conference honors Kenan Professor Emerita 
athletics. He is a founding member of the Governor Douglas Wilder of Virginia delivers Germaine Bree. • Piedmont Triad Development Corporation. the Commencement address. 

1 9 9 3 
. Bowman Gray School of Medicine acquires 1 9 9 2 • 
Piedmont Plaza, the former corporate head- • Reynolds Professor Maya Angelou recites 
quarters of Piedmont Aviation. • The Silas Creek-University Parkway her poem, On the Pulse of Morning, at the 

Wake Forest University and Moscow State extension opens, and Wake Forest Road is inauguration of President Clinton. • 
University initiate a student exchange closed to non-campus traffic. Major elements • Journalist Charlayne Hunter-Gault gives the 
program. of the landscaping plan are completed. Founders' Day address. 20 

The $150 million Heritage and Promise • The President's Club marks its 20th • • Chief Justice Sandra Day O'Connor of the 21 anniversary. Campaign begins under the leadership of 
U.S. Supreme Court and John Sculley, CEO 

trustees Wayne Calloway, John Medlin, and of Apple Computer Inc., are guest speakers at • Dedication ceremonies are held for the Benson 
Arnold Palmer. dedication events for the Worrell Center for University Center. 

Law and Management. • The Bowman Gray School of Medicine and • The Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation grants 
North Carolina Baptist Hospital celebrate • President Hearn testifies before a House $2 million for African-American scholarships 
50 years of service. subcommittee on gender equity in college and $500,000 for the Reynolds Scholarships. 

athletics. • The Wilson Wing of the Z. Smith Reynolds • The first phase of the campus computer 
Library is dedicated in honor of Edwin G. • Professor of Economics John Moorhouse wins network is initiated. 
Wilson, professor of English and former the Kenan Enterprise Award for teaching and 

1 9 9 1 Provost. research. 

• The University celebrates the Year of the • Wake Forest wins the Circle of Excellence in • Charles F. Longino joins the faculty as Library. University libraries' holdings exceed 
Educational Fund Raising Award from the 

Wake Forest Professor of Sociology to support 1.1 million volumes. 
Council for the Advancement and Support of 

programs on aging. 
The Reynalda Gardens and Woods Education. • • Students initiate and build a Habitat for improvement plan is approved. • Father Theodore Hesburgh, president 

Humanity home. • Dana Johnson is named dean of the School emeritus of Notre Dame University, delivers 

of Business and Accountancy. the Commencement address. 





THE DECADE AHEAD 

TO DREAM ... 
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As WE DREAM WITH ONE EYE OPEN, WE NOW DO FOR 

THE FUTURE V\'HAT THE PAST HAS DONE FOR THE PRESENT. 

Our task will be to sustain and enhance the orderly progress 

which has marked Wake Forest's modem history. That task 

is well begun. We are in a position of unusual strength, 

which has its ultimate source in the values of Wake Forest 

and the people who share them. 

In meeting with Wake Forest people around the 

campus, the country and .the world, I am struck always by 

your deep commitment to the University. The depth of this 

commitment is unique, and the record of our progress is the 

record of your devotion. 

We have a strong and dedicated faculty. We have 

students of remarkable intellectual capacity who expect 

much of themselves in their studies and in their lives 

beyond the classroom. We have an administrative staff of 

superior skill and commitment. We have alumni who offer 

us peerless leadership. 

Your commitment has given us the financial 

resources with which to build. The Heritage and Promise 

Campaign is ahead of schedule, and I have every confidence 

that the $150 million target will be met and exceeded. When 

many schools are facing severe problems with obsolete cam- 

pus facilities, you have made it possible for Wake Forest to 

provide new and renovated spaces which have improved 

every program and service. Landscaping on the Reynalda 

Campus is beginning to show dramatic effect, making the 

campus a place of serenity and inspiration for those who 

work and study here. 

Our athletic program has made a major contribution 

to the recognition of Wake Forest as an institution of nation 

al stature. Having a Division 1-A program in a school of 

Wake Forest's size is another of those anomalies we should 

celebrate. The program has brought us many young people 

who otherwise would not have chosen Wake Forest. As the 

principle of the student-athlete becomes more fully realized 

through the reform movement, I expect to see our teams 

become even more successful. The athletic program, like the 

University, has a bright and important future. 

... WITH ONE EYE OPEN 

THERE ARE UNWERSITY ISSUES WHICH WE MUST CON 

TINUE TO ADDRESS IN THE PERIOD WE NOW ENTER. They 

will require our best efforts with both eyes open. These top 

ics are being addressed already in various ways throughout 

the University. Our success in these areas will measure our 

progress in the years ahead. 



. 

IOWMAN GRAY SCHOOL 
AKI FORIST UNIV 





+INSTITUTIONAL VALUES 

As THIS REPORT ARGUES, VALUES ARE WHAT GIVE WAKE 

FOREST ITS DISTINCTIVE CHARACTER. The leaders of the 

University should take steps to see that we remind our 

selves of these values at every opportunity. No institution 

can become what it does not first envision, and so we must 

envision-if we are to embody-the Socratic ideal. The lead 

ership, character development, and public service programs 

we have in place should all be enhanced. 

+STUDENT ACCESS 

WAKE FOREST, IN ALL ITS PROGRAMS, REMAINS IN THE 

LOWEST COST GROUP OF THE NATION'S EXCLUSIVE PRI 

VATE UNIVERSITIES. We have dramatically increased stu 

dent aid monies over this decade, but more remains to be 

done if we are to remain open to students from all income 

groups. We remain committed to our costly need-blind 

admissions policy for undergraduates, which means that a 

student's ability to pay has no bearing on the admission 

decision. We expect new student support monies to come 

from the Heritage and Promise campaign. 

+UNDERGRADUATE 

PROGRAM QUALITY 

MANY SCHOOLS HAVE SOUGHT TO SAVE MONEY AT THE 

EXPENSE OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION. Wake Forest 

is determined not to compromise the undergraduate exper 

ience. Teaching assistants will not teach regular undergrad 

uate classes here, nor will we make faculty time for research 

available by increasing undergraduate class size. 

+COST AND QUALITY 

ACCOUNTABILITY IS A WATCHWORD OF THE 1990s, AN 

OUTCOME OF THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT'S INFLUENCE 

IN EDUCATION AND THE FACT THAT IN THE PAST DECADE 

THE COSTS OF EDUCATION GREW FASTER THAN INFLA- 
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TJON. At Wake Forest our costs have increased, reflecting 

the expense both of operating new facilities and of raising 

faculty salaries to competitive levels. We must justify the 

additional costs of private education by the quality we pro 

vide our students. We must operate efficiently and work to 

restrain costs by every measure possible. 



+INSTRUCTIONAL 

QUALITY 
ON BOTH THE REYNOLDA AND THE HAWTHORNE CAM- 

PUSES, SPECIAL INITIATIVES ARE IN PLACE TO ENHANCE 

THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION AT WAKE FOREST. 

Instructional excellence is one of our distinct advantages, 

and we should seek to be the absolute best in classroom 

education. Every classroom encounter should promote 

learning, and faculty should be provided with the instruc- 

tional tools to achieve superior results. We must also con 

tinue to foster dialogue among students, faculty, and staff 
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beyond the classroom. 

+FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 

IN THE PAST DECADE, WE COMMITTED OURSELVES TO 

ENABLING WAKE FOREST TO COMPETE FINANCIALLY FOR 

THE BEST FACULTY TALENT. A university is no better than 

the excellence of its faculty. Maintaining faculty quality and 

commitment remains among the most urgent of our con- 

cerns. The campaign provides for the creation of new 

endowed chairs to promote faculty excellence. 

I 

+ACADEMIC PROGRAM 

PLANNING 
ACADEMIC PROGRAM PLANNING IS CONTINUING ON 

BOTH CAMPUSES. Existing programs should be reviewed 

continually for quality and consistency with our mission. 

Graduate programs should facilitate cooperation and collab- 

oration between and among programs and campuses, and 

graduate education should enhance rather than compro- 

mise the undergraduate experience at Wake Forest. 

+INFORMATION 

TECHNOLOGY 
REVOLUTIONARY CHANGES ARE OCCURRING IN THE WAY 

IN WHICH INFORMATION IS OBTAINED, TRANSMITTED, 

AND STORED. To prepare students for the world in which 

they will live and work, we have begun installing communi- 

cation networks to enable us to accommodate the coming 

information revolution. We must integrate computer tech 

nology into our curriculum so that using computers comes 

naturally to our students. We will need to assess our acade- 

mic offerings in the areas of information technology, and the 

time is coming when Wake Forest should consider estab 

lishing a school of engineering. 







+EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 

As NATIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS CHANGE AND THE MORAL 

OBLIGATION TO OFFER OPPORTUNITY TO ALL CONTINUES, 

WE MUST MEET OUR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY RESPONSIBILI- 

TIES. We must achieve these goals within our commitment 

to community, allowing differences to be a means of educat- 

ing one another rather than dividing us into isolated groups. 

As Professor Maya Angelou noted in a poem on the subject 

of diversity, "We are more alike than we are unalike." 

+INTERNATIONAL 

EDUCATION 

THE PROFESSIONS OF THE NEXT CENTURY ARE BEING 

TRANSFORMED AS ECONOMIC BOUNDARIES ARE NO 

LONGER COEXTENSNE WITH NATION STATES. Liberal edu- 

cation involves the study of cultures and languages, past 

and present, which the human race has devised to order 

experience. These liberal studies now reflect an economic 

reality. Wake Forest has a strong tradition in international 

programs which has been enhanced over this decade. We 

must strengthen these initiatives in the period ahead. 

+FACILITIES AND 

LANDSCAPE PLANNING 

THE CHARACTER AND CALIBER OF OUR CAMPUS MATTER 
; 

TO LEARNING. We have made an investment of some 

$315 million in construction and equipment on the 

Reynalda and Hawthorne campuses over the decade to 

bring our facilities to standard. We must work to maintain 

the quality we have achieved by careful maintenance and 

upkeep. The Reynalda Campus can become one of the most 

impressive campus environments anywhere. Plans are also 

being studied to remedy the problems of age and deteriora- 

tion in Reynalda Gardens. 



+SECURITY AND SAFETY 

SOCIETY HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY DANGEROUS, AND 

CAMPUSES ARE NO LONGER SANCTUARIES. We can edu- 

cate people only in a secure environment. We are currently 

completing a wide-ranging study of campus security and 

are in the process of implementing its recommendations. 

Security is of the highest priority and will remain so. 
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+ATHLETIC PROGRAM 
WITH A DECADE OF EXPERIENCE AT WAKE FOREST, l 

WANT TO REITERATE THE IMPORTANCE OF OUR INTER 

COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC PROGRAM. The impact of athletics 

at Wake Forest is substantial; some 10 percent of our stu 

dents are student-athletes. Wake Forest takes seriously its 

obligation to offer our student-athletes the opportunity to 

be serious competitors while encouraging them to give 

equally serious effort to their studies. 

+HAWTHORNE CAMPUS 

FEW MEDICAL CENTERS MATCH THE RECORD OF 

ACHIEVEMENT AT THE BOWMAN GRAY SCHOOL OF 

MEDICINE DURING THE PAST DECADE. Reflecting the 

University's small size, high quality, and ethical profes 

sional concerns, the programs of the Hawthorne Campus 

are of national and international caliber. We are well pre 

pared for the coming revolution in health care delivery 

and training. Relations between our two campuses remain 

a high priority as we seek both academic strength and 

administrative efficiencies. 

+DIVINITY SCHOOL 

THE PROPOSAL TO ESTABUSH A DNINITY SCHOOL WAS 

MADE CONTINGENT UPON RECEIPT OF ADEQUATE 

FUNDING. Our efforts have been diligent and our commit 

ment has not faltered. But we do not yet have the discre 

tionary funds to proceed, and solemn promises were made 

to the existing academic units that their tuitions would not 

support the divinity school. 

+AFTER THE HERITAGE 

AND PROMISE CAMPAIGN 

ONE IMPORTANT OUTCOME OF THE CAMPAIGN HAS 

BEEN TO STRENGTHEN OUR VOLUNTEER NETWORKS 

ACROSS THE NATION. We must retain this asset for the 

continued support of the University in admissions and 

placement, as well as for the traditional purposes of 

development. 





am privileged to be your president.1HAvEHADN01ov 
IN THE PAST DECADE GREATER THAN REPRESENTING WAKE FOREST. I AM PROUD TO BE 

YOUR REPRESENTATNE, FOR I AM A PRODUCT OF THE VALUES WAKE FOREST EMBODIES. 

MY BELIEF IN WAKE FOREST AND ITS MISSION ARISES FROM MY OWN MOST DEEPLY HELD 

BELIEFS. I LOVE THE UNNERSITY AND BELIEVE THAT WHAT TAKES PLACE HERE IS OF ULTIMATE IMPOR 

TANCE. lN SPEAKING FOR WAKE FOREST, I SPEAK FROM MY HEART. 

WAKE FOREST HEADS TOWARD THE NEW MILLENNIUM WITH A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF 

STRENGTHS. WE STAND FOR IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES. WE ARE FORTUNATE TO HAVE DEDICATED FAC 

ULTY, STUDENTS, AND STAFF. WE ENJOY STRONG LEADERSHIP FROM OUR ALUMNI, BOARDS OF VISI 

TORS, AND TRUSTEES. A UNNERSITY IS NO STRONGER THAN ITS HUMAN NETWORK, AND OURS IS 

EXCEPTIONAL IN THE DEGREE OF SHARED COMMITMENT GNEN WAKE FOREST BY ITS PEOPLE. OUR 

PROGRAMS ATIRACT APPLICATIONS FROM A GROWING NUMBER OF OUTSTANDING STUDENTS. WE 

HAVE A CAMPUS OF UNUSUAL BEAUTY, AND A PHYSICAL PLANT WHICH IS CLOSE TO STATE OF THE 

ART. AND FINALLY, WAKE FOREST HAS UNUSUAL FINANCIAL STRENGTH, THE RESULT OF YOUR GEN 

EROSITY, THE SUPPORT OF OUR NEIGHBOR AND PARTNER, THE Z. SMITH REYNOLDS FOUNDATION, 

AND A GROWING ENDOWMENT. 

DRAWN TO THE VALUES IMPLIED BY PRO HUMANITATE, AND IN THE SPIRIT OF SANTAYANA, LET 

us DREAM DREAMS BOLD ENOUGH -A L w A y s w I T H 0 N E E y E 
0 p E N - TO SEIZE EVERY OPPORTUNITY FOR GREATNESS WHICH THIS NEW ERA PRESENTS. 














